Study on a novel core module based on optical fiber bundles for urine dry-chemistry analysis.
A core module with a novel optical structure is presented to analyze urine by the dry-chemistry method in this paper. It consists of a 32-bit microprocessor, optical fiber bundles, a high precision color sensor and a temperature sensor. The optical fiber bundles are adopted to control the spread path of light and reduce the influence of ambient light and the distance between the strip and sensor effectively. And the temperature sensor is applied to detect the environmental temperature to calibrate the measurement results. Therefore, all these can bring a lot of benefits to the core module, such as improving its test accuracy, reducing its volume and cost, and simplifying its assembly. Additionally, some parameters, including the calculation coefficient about reflectivity of each item, semi-quantitative intervals, the number of test items, may be modified by corresponding instructions in order to enhance its applicability. Meanwhile, its outputs can be chosen among the original data, normalized color values, reflectivity, and the semi-quantitative level of each test item by available instructions. Our results show that the module has high measurement accuracy of more than 95%, good stability, reliability, and consistency and can be easily used in various types of urine analyzers.